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The Venus Project proposes an alternative vision of what the future can be if we apply what we already know in order to achieve a sustainable new world civilization. It calls for a straightforward redesign of our culture in which the age-old inadequacies of war, poverty, hunger, debt and unnecessary human suffering are viewed not only as avoidable, but as totally unacceptable. Anything less will result in a continuation of the same catalog of problems inherent in today's world.
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Jacque Fresco receives award from the UN
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Watch our documentary The Choice is Ours
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What is The Venus Project?

The Venus Project is an organization that proposes a feasible plan of action for social change, one that works towards a peaceful and sustainable global civilization. It outlines an alternative […]
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Aims and Proposals

The plans of The Venus Project offer society a broader spectrum of choices based on the scientific possibilities directed toward a new era of peace and sustainability for all. Through […]
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A Global Holistic Solution: Resource Based Economy

Global problems faced by mankind today are impacting individuals and nations rapidly. Climate change, famine, war, epidemics of deadly diseases and environmental pollution contribute to the long list of global […]
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History

The history of The Venus Project offers a unique perspective into Jacque Fresco’s life. From the early years when he worked at Wright Field to the time he and his […]





 




 Visit The Venus Project in Florida









 Visit Jacque Fresco and Roxanne Meadows live at the Research Center in Florida.

Participate in a Seminar lecture and go on a tour around the research center. 

Get together with Jacque and Roxanne and get all your questions about The Venus Project and a Resource Based Economy answered.







Learn More 
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 How Can you Help?









 There are many ways to help The Venus Project. First and foremost is to become aware of this new direction and learn about it as much as you can.

Later you can become a volunteer and help to spread the word and take part in official projects.

Donations to our cause are also very much appreciated.






Donate to The Venus Project
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Learn More about Volunteering
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 United Nations Award Given to Jacque Fresco for City Design/Community
 
On July 17th, 2016 The Venus Project founder Jacque Fresco received the award for City Design & Community from the NOVUS summit in conjunction with the United Nations division UN […] More Info 




 

 


 

 Opinions Slow Down Progress
 
Foreword “If today, in social psychology, I submit a paper to a social psychology journal showing that people think rationally, logically, act in their self-interest in situations I won’t only […] More Info 




 

 


 

 The Insufficiencies of Language
 
Foreword The purpose of this post is my attempt to describe the insufficiencies of language and to explore better plausible solutions. The development of languages was slow and took thousands […] More Info 
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We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.OkRead more




